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We construct a finite dimensional complex over a rational function field for
Abelian coverings. We prove that the ordinary Betti numbers of this complex are
just the L2-Betti numbers of the covering.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
We began the study of the L2-Betti numbers via the combinatorial heat
equation in [4]. We have observed some basic similarities between the
combinatorial and the analytical heat kernels. However, the geometry of
the analytical Laplacians and Dirac operators is fundamentally different
from the geometry of their combinatorial counterparts. First of all, the
combinatorial Laplacian is a bounded operator; on the other hand, the
combinatorial Dirac operator does not have the finite propagation speed
property. This paper will show another striking difference between the
two phenomena, namely, the possible abundance of compactly supported
harmonic p-forms (i.e., p-cochains) in the combinatorial case.
The main result of the paper is that the combinatorial L2-Betti number
of a Zq-covering is the ordinary Betti number of an associated complex.
This complex is finite dimensional over the quotient field of the RZq group
algebra. The fact that the L2-Betti numbers are integers has already been
proved in [2] for manifolds. Our heat equation approach also leads to a
generalization of the KazhdanGromov inequality [57]. Combining our
main result and the inequality, we shall give a new proof of the equality of
Lu ck [7] in the Abelian case.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we shall list some basic properties of the combinatorial
Laplacian.
Let K be a finite simplicial complex and let K be a normal simplicial
covering of K, with group of deck transformations 1. The covering map
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will be denoted by ?. |K |p stands for the set of p-simplices in K . Denote by
C p(2) the Hilbert space of square-integrable real p-cochains in K . The inner
product is given by ( f, g) =_ # |K | p f (_) g(_). The dp coboundary
operator can be extended to a bounded operator from C p(2) to C
p+1
(2) . The
combinatorial Laplacian 2p is defined by dp&1 d*p&1+d*p dp . Suppose that
each vertex of K is contained by at most m different simplices. Then [3]
|2p |( p+2)2 m+( p+1)2 m. (1)
Definition 2.1. Let _, { # |K |p . Then
1. distp(_, _)=0
2. distp(_, {)=1, if _{{ and there exists either a p+1-simplex
containing both _ and {, or a p&1-simplex contained by _ and {.
3. distp(_, {)=n, if _1 , _2 , ..., _n is the shortest sequence of
p-simplices such that _0=_, _n={ and distp(_i , _i+1)1.
Note that distp can be infinite; however, distp(_, {)distp(_, })+
distp(}, {) [4].
Definition 2.2. Let L be a simplicial complex and let A be a set of
simplices in L.
Bp(A, n)=[_ # |L|p ; distp( |A|p , _)n]
and Up(A, n) is the smallest subcomplex of L, containing Bp(A, n) and all
the p+1-simplices which has a p-dimensional face in Bp(A, n).
Let /} be the characteristic function of } # L. The semi-local nature of the
combinatorial Laplacian can be described as follows [4].
Lemma 2.3. Let L and M be two simplicial complexes, let _ # |L|p ,
{ # |M| p . Assume that Up(_, n) is simplicially isomorphic to Up({, n). Then
for any k<n,
( (2p)k (/_), /_) =( (2p)k (/{), /{). K
Let us denote the heat kernel of the Laplacian by Ep(t, _, {); i.e.,
e&t 2 p( f )(_)= :
{ # |K | p
Ep(t, _, {) f ({),
for any f # C p(2) .
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The 1-invariant bounded operators on C p(2) form a von Neumann
algebra U, which is equipped with the following finite trace Tr1 [7]. If
A # U,
Tr1 (A)= :
_ # |K| p
(A(/_~ ), /_~ ) ,
where _~ is a p-simplex of K such that ?(_~ )=_. Notice that the definition
of the trace Tr1 does not depend on the choice of the representatives _~ .
Then, the Z p(t) partition function is defined by Z p(t)=Tr1 (e&t 2p).
Similarly, the b p(2) L
2-Betti number is defined by b p(2)=Tr1 (Hp), where Hp
denotes the orthogonal projection to the space of harmonic square-
integrable p-cochains (i.e., the orthogonal projection to Ker 2p).
3. THE KAZHDANGROMOV INEQUALITY
In this section we shall give a new heat kernel proof to the generalized
KazhdanGromov inequality.
Let us consider the situation outlined in the previous section. Suppose,
there is a nested sequence of normal subgroups 1=10 #11 #12 # } } }
such that i=0 1i=[1].
Let Ki denote K 1i . Then Ki is a covering of the simplicial complex K,
with the group of deck transformations 11i and with the covering map ?i .
We can consider the L2-Betti numbers b pi and partition functions Z
p
i (t),
associated to the coverings ?i . Note that if 1i has finite index, then Ki is
a finite complex and b pi =b
p(Ki)|11i |, where b p(Ki) denotes the p th Betti
number of the finite simplicial complex Ki .
Proposition 3.1.
lim sup
i  
b pi b
p
(2) .
Remark. If all 1i has finite index, Proposition 3.1 is just the original
KazhdanGromov inequality for residually finite groups. The proof of the
proposition will be given in a series of lemmas.
Lemma 3.2. limi   Z pi (t)=Z
p(t).
Proof. We call a set of simplices Fi /K a fundamental domain of Ki ,
if any simplex of K can be uniquely represented as g } _~ , where g # 1i , _~ # Fi
and g } _~ denotes the left action of 1i on K . First, let us choose a fundamen-
tal domain F0 for the simplicial complex K=K0 . Inductively, we can
exhaust K with F0 /F1 /F2 , . . . such that i=0 Fi=K . Again, |Fi |p shall
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stand for the set of p-simplices in Fi . Let us assume that Up(F0 , n)/Fin .
By the definition of the fundamental domains, the restriction of ?j onto
Up(F0 , n) defines a simplicial isomorphism from Up(F0 , n) to a subcomplex
of Kj , whenever jin . Note that the subcomplex ?j (Up(F0 , n)) will contain
Bp(?j (F0), n) and all the p+1-simplices in Kj , which has a p-dimensional
face in Bp(?j (F0), n).
By Lemma 2.3, for any _~ # |F0 |p and k<n,
(2p(/_~ ), /_~ ) =(2kp, j (/?j (_~ )), /? j(_~ )) (2)
where jin and 2p, j denotes the p-Laplacian of Kj . Let us write up the
partition functions in power series:
Z p(t)= :
_~ # |F0 | p
(e&t2p(/_~ ), /_~ ) = :
_~ # |F0 | p
:

k=0
(&1)k tk
k!
(2kp(/_~ ), /_~ ) .
Similarly,
Z pj (t)= :
_~ # |F0 | p
:

k=0
(&1)k tk
k!
(2kp, j (/? j (_~ )), /? j(_~ )).
By (1) there exists an r>0 constant such that |2p, j |<r for all j ; therefore,
using (2), we can see that
|Z p(t)&Z pj (t)|2 :

i=n
riti
i!
_*( |F0 | p) (3)
for any jin . The right hand side of (3) tends to zero as n  . This
completes the proof of the lemma. K
Lemma 3.3. Z pi (t)Z
p
i (s) if t<s, and Z
p(t)Z p(s) if t<s. Also,
limt   Z pi (t)=b
p
i and similarly, limt   Z
p(t)=b p(2) .
Proof.
E pi (t, _~ , _~ )=|

0
e&t*,2(*) d+(*),
where , is the spectral representation of /_~ in the spectral decomposition
of 2p, i . This proves the monotonicity. The operator family e&t 2p, i is weakly
convergent to the projection Hp, i as t  . Hence,
lim
t  
Z pi (t)= lim
t  
Tr11i e
&t 2p, i=Tr11i Hp, i=b
p
i . K
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Finally, we can complete the proof of Proposition 3.1. By Lemma 3.2, for
any t>0,
lim sup
i  
b pi  lim
i  
Z pi (t)=Z
p(t).
Hence, by Lemma 3.3,
lim sup
i  
b pi  lim
t  
Z p(t)=b p(2) . K
4. THE ASSOCIATED COMPLEX
Let us choose a system of representatives [_~ 1 , _~ 2 , ..., _~ ip] in |K |p . It
means that any _~ # |K |p can be uniquely written as g } _~ i for some g # Zq
and 1iip .
Let us notice that the space of compactly supported real p-cochains
C p0(K ) is Z
q-isomorphic to the free RZq-module [RZq] i p. Then,
[/_~ 1 , /_~ 2 , ..., /_~ ip] shall be a basis of this free module. Denote the quotient
field of RZq by F. Then we can consider the following complex of finite
dimensional vector spaces over F:
FRZq C 00(K ) w
d0 FRZq C 10(K ) w
d1 FRZ q C 20(K )
wd 2 } } } &Fi 0 wd0 Fi1 wd 1 Fi 2 wd 2 } } } .
The main goal of Sections 4 and 5 is to prove that the Betti numbers hp
of this associated complex are just the L2-Betti numbers b p(2) . Notice that
C p0(K ) is an invariant subspace of 2p . We shall denote by 2 p the extension
of 2p | C p0 (K ) to an endomorphism of F
i p.
Lemma 4.1 (See [8, Theorem 4.6]). Ker 2p=0 if and only if Ker 2 p=0.
Proof. First, let us suppose that Ker 2p=0 and there exists 0{v # Fi p
such that 2 p(v)=0. Let us choose a non-zero # # RZq such that
# } v # C p0(K ). Then
2p(# } v)=2 p(# } v)=# } 2 p(v)=0,
in contradiction to the assumption that Ker 2p=0.
Conversely, assume that Ker 2 p=0, but there exists a non-zero f # C p(2)
such that 2p( f )=0. By our assumption, Ker 2 p has an inverse in
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EndF (F
i p). One can again choose a non-zero # # RZq such that
# } 2 &1p # EndRZ q(C
p
0(K )). Indeed, in the basis [/_~ 1 , /_~ 2 , ..., /_~ ip], 2
&1
p can
be represented as an element of Mati p(F). Let di, j=qi, j ri, j be the i, j-entry
of this matrix, where qi, j , ri, j # RZq. Then, >i, j ri, j } 2 &1p is an element of
Mati p(RZ) and it represents an element of EndRZq(C
p
0(K )). Hence, # } 2
&1
p
can be extended to C p(2) such that (# } 2
&1
p ) 2p=# } Id. Therefore
(# } 2 &1p )(2p( f ))=# } p{0, in contradiction to the assumption that
2p( f )=0. K
Lemma 4.2. Let [v1 , v2 , ..., vip]/C
p
0(K ) be a basis in F
ip. Then the
RZq-submodule of C p(2) , generated by [v1 , v2 , ..., vip], is dense in C
p
(2) .
Proof. Let us consider the following endomorphism T # EndRZq(C p0(K ));
T(/_~ i)=vi , for any 1iip . Obviously, T is invertible in EndF (F
i p). We
must prove that Im T is dense in C p(2) . Suppose, there exists a non-zero
f # C p(2) such that f = Im T. Then, by the invariance of the Hilbert structure,
$ } f = Im T, for any $ # RZq. Again, there exists a non-zero # # RZq such
that # } T &1 # EndRZ q(C p0(K )). Hence,
0{T(# } T &1)( f )=# } f # Im T.
This leads to a contradiction, since we assumed that # } f = Im T. K
Lemma 4.3. KerF 2 p & C p0(K ) is dense in Ker 2p .
Proof. First, note that Fip=KerF 2 pImF 2 p . Indeed, it is enough to
see that KerF 2 p & ImF 2 p=[0]. If 0{v # KerF 2 p & ImF 2 p , then there
exists a non-zero # # RZq such that # } f # C p0(K ) and # } f # Im 2 p | C p0 (K ) .
However, Ker 2p & Im 2p=[0].
Let us assume that [v1 , v2 , ..., vip]/C
p
0(K ) is a basis in F
ip such that
[v1 , v2 , ..., vk]/KerF 2 p and [vk+1 , vk+2 , ..., vip]/Im 2 p | C p0 (K ) .
Let us suppose that KerF 2 p & C p0(K ) is not dense in Ker 2p ; i.e.,
there exist a non-zero g # Ker 2p such that g = KerF 2 p & C p0(K ). Obvi-
ously, g=Im 2 p | Cp0 (K ) , too. Hence, the RZ
q-submodule, generated
by [v1 , v2 , ..., vip], cannot be dense in C
p
(2) . This is in contradiction to
Lemma 4.2. K
Lemma 4.4. dimF KerF 2 php .
Proof. First, let 0{v # KerF 2 p and again, let us assume that # } v #
C p0(K ). Thus,
0=2 p(# } v)=d p* dp+dp&1 d*p&1(# } v).
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Let us observe that 0=(dp dp&1( f ), g)=(dp&1( f ), d p*(g)), for any
f # C p&10 (K ), g # C
p+1
0 (K ). Hence d*p dp(# } v) = dp&1 d*p&1(# } v) and there-
fore, dp(# } v)=d*p&1(# } v)=0. Consequently, dp(v)=0, i.e., v represents a
cocycle in F RZq C p0(K ).
On the other hand, let us suppose that # } v=dp&1(w) for some
w # FRZq C p&10 (K ). Then, there exists $ # RZ
q, such that $ } w # C p&10 (K )
and $# } v=dp&1($ } w). However, d*p&1($# } v)=0, therefore $# } w #
Ker d*p&1 & Im dp&1=[0]. We can conclude that the elements of KerF 2 p
represents differ cohomology classes, i.e., dimF KerF 2 php . K
Lemma 4.5. dimF KerF 2 php .
Proof. We must show that each cohomology class can be represented
by an element of KerF 2 p .
Let z # Fi p such that dp(z)=0. By Lemma 4.3, z=z1+z2 , where z1 #
KerF 2 p and z2 # ImF 2 p . As in the previous lemmas we choose a non-zero
# # RZq such that # } z, # } z1 # C p0(K ) and # } z2=2 p(w), where w # C
p
0(K ).
Then, d*p dp+dp&1 d*p&1(w)=# } z2 and dp(# } z)=dp(# } z1)=0. There-
fore, dp(# } z2)=0 and dp d*p dp(w)=0. However, Ker dp = Im d*p in C p(2) ,
hence we can conclude that d*p dp w=0 i.e., dp&1(d*p&1(w))=# } z2 .
Therefore, dp&1(#&1 d*p&1(w))=z2 , where of course, #&1 d*p&1(w) #
FRZq C p&10 (K ). Consequently, z is cohomologous to z1 # KerF 2 p . K
Proposition 4.6. dimF KerF 2 p=hp .
By Lemma 4.3, and the proposition above, we have an estimate for the
von Neumann dimension of the finitely generated NZq-module Ker 2p .
Namely, dimZ Ker 2php . However, dimZ Ker 2p=TrZ(Hp)=b p(2) [1].
Hence we have the following proposition.
Proposition 4.7. b p(2)hp .
In the next section, we shall prove that actually hp=b p(2) ; i.e., Ker 2p is
a free module over NZq and its rank is just b p(2) .
5. ABELIAN TOWERS
In this section, we shall prove that hpb p(2) .
Let [g1 , g2 , ..., gq] be generators of Zq. 1i shall denote the subgroup of
Zq generated by [g2i1 , g
2i
2 , ..., g
2i
q ]. Then Z
q=10 #11 # } } } is a nested
sequence of normal subgroups, such that their intersection contains only
the unit element and 11i=Zq2i . Hence, K 1i=Ki is a Z
q
2i -covering of K.
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Choose a fundamental domain F0 for K=K0 . A fundamental domain Fi
for Ki , i1 can be defined as follows:
Fi= .
_~ # F0
.
&i+1aji, 1jq
ga1
1
ga2
2
} } } gaqq } _~ .
Obviously, each p-simplex of K can be uniquely represented as g } _~ , where
g # 1i and _~ # |Fi |p . Therefore, Fi is indeed a fundamental domain of Ki .
Proposition 5.1. hplim infi   (b p(Ki)|11i | ).
Proof. Before getting into detail, let us sketch the idea of the proof. For
any dimension p and sufficiently large i, we shall construct two subsets
G pi #H pi in Fi such that both G pi and H pi are subcomplexes of K .
Any harmonic p-cochain on G pi , which supported in H
p
i shall be
extendable to K as a harmonic p-cochain, vanishing outside H pi . On the
other hand, if the dimension of these harmonic p-cochains is denoted by li ,
then lim infi   (li |11i | )hp . ?*i will map this space of p-cochains into
an li -dimensional subspace of the harmonic p-cochains of Ki . Therefore,
lib pi and this will complete the proof of the proposition. K
The Construction of G pi and H
p
i . Let H
p
i be the smallest subcomplex
of K containing |Fi | p , i.e., the set of all simplices in K which are contained
in an element of |Fi |p . Let G pi be Up(H
p
i , 1) as in Definition 2.2. By the
locality of 2p , any harmonic p-cochain of G pi which vanishes outside H
p
i
can be extended to a harmonic p-cochain of K .
Lemma 5.2. Assume that Up(F0 , 1)/Fr . Then, for any i>0,
G pi /Fi+r .
Proof of Lemma 5.2. Let _p+1 # |G pi |p+1. Then there exist {p # |F0 | p
and integers &i+1aji such that >qj=1 g
aj
j } {p /_p+1. Since Up(F0 , 1)
/Fr , we can find }p+1 # |Fr | p+1 , such that >qj=1 g
aj
j } }p+1=_p+1. Let
}p+1=>qj=1 g
bj
j } \p+1 , where \p+1 # |F0 |p+1 and &r+1bjr. Then
>qj=1 g
aj+bj
j } \p+1=_p+1.
In a similar fashion we can see that any simplex of G pi is an element of
Fi+r . K
By the lemma above we can define H pi and G
p
i as H
p
i =H pi&r and
G pi =G
p
i&r , for any i>r.
The Estimate of b pi . Let li be the dimension of the space of harmonic
p-cochains on K , which are vanishing outside H pi . Let [v1 , v2 , ..., vhp]/
C p0(K ) be generators of KerF 2 p as in the previous section. Suppose that
each vj is supported in the same fundamental domain Fs . Then at least
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(2(i&r&s))q shifts of each vj shall vanish outside H pi . This observation
leads to the estimate li(2(i&r&s))q hp . Therefore,
lim inf
i  
li
|11i |
 lim
i  
(2(i&r&s))q
(2i)q
hp=hp .
We have already seen that b p(Ki)li , hence lim infi   (b p(Ki)|11i | )hp .
K
Proposition 5.1, the KazhdanGromov inequality and Proposition 4.7
lead to our main theorem.
Theorem 1. b p(2)=hp .
Note that the proof of 5.1 can easily be modified for any Zq=
10 #11 # } } } nested sequence of cofinite subgroups. Therefore, we can
obtain a new proof of the equality limi   (b p(Ki)|11i | )=b p(2) [7], for
free Abelian coverings.
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